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Executive Summary
The Animal Care and Adoption Center (ACAC) officially opened its doors to the public
on April 29, 2017, with a grand opening celebration. The new center has the capacity to house 68
dogs and 64 cats. It also provides a community meeting room, office space, surgery facilities,
and visiting rooms for prospective pet owners. The former shelter housed dogs and little else.
“Education. Adoption. Community.” This phrase represents the center’s objectives,
which are supported by its social media efforts. The ACAC Facebook page had a soft launch in
January 2017 and became very active after the grand opening in April 2017.
A very small group of individuals manages ACAC social media, while balancing other
responsibilities, including managing a new, large facility with far more animals. The cost
effectiveness and success of the social media effort is proven by metrics. (Note: Boosts/ads for
the page are not used. All engagement is organic. The county’s population is just under 100,000,
including two towns and university Virginia Tech.) As of November 30, 2017, the page has
nearly 3,200 followers. Posts with photos and information about lost/found animals have reaches
ranging from a couple of thousand into the tens of thousands. So far in 2017, 66% of lost pets
were reunited with their owners. Adoptable pet posts typically reach into the thousands. Since
the opening of the center, more than 600 animals have found homes. In addition, the ACAC
audience of animal lovers has blossomed into a #pawsome community moved to action by
generosity and compassion for these animals.

Goal
The primary goal of social media for the The Animal Care and Adoption Center (ACAC)
is community engagement and interaction. “Education. Adoption. Community.” This phrase
represents the center’s objectives, which are supported by its social media efforts. The new
center’s primary missions are to increase pet adoptions and to reunite lost pets with their owners.
From #AdoptASharkWeek to Ugly Cat Sweaters (the sweaters were ugly, not the cats!) to founddog posts, social media efforts prove to be one of the most impactful tools for achieving these
objectives. In addition, the center uses social media to promote its volunteer opportunities,
training sessions, “code red” donation requests, and more. As with any social media, the goal is
to increase awareness and engagement but also to create a sense of community among followers.
All of this is accomplished with a light, charming, and sometimes humorous tone for the posts
and images.
Overview
The Animal Care and Adoption Center (ACAC) officially opened its doors to the public
on April 29, 2017, with a grand opening celebration. The new center has the capacity to house 68
dogs and 64 cats. It also provides a community meeting room, office space, surgery facilities,
and visiting rooms for prospective pet owners. The former shelter housed dogs and little else.
“Education. Adoption. Community.” This phrase represents the center’s objectives,
which are supported by its social media efforts. The new center’s primary missions are to
increase pet adoptions and to reunite lost pets with their owners. From #AdoptASharkWeek to
Ugly Cat Sweaters (the sweaters were ugly, not the cats!) to found-dog posts, social media
efforts prove to be one of the most impactful tools for achieving these objectives. In addition, the
center uses social media to promote its volunteer opportunities, training sessions, “code red”

donation requests, and more. As with any social media, the goal is to increase awareness and
engagement but also to create a sense of community among followers. All of this is
accomplished with a light, charming, and sometimes humorous tone for the posts and images.
The ACAC’s social media audience is animal lovers in Montgomery County, Virginia. Its
main method of reaching that community is via its Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/MC.Pet.Adoption.
A very small group of individuals manages ACAC social media, while balancing other
responsibilities, including managing a new, large facility with far more animals. Creative ideas
occasionally come at a moment’s notice and this group consistently accomplishes a great deal in
a short amount of time, particularly for mini-campaigns. The #AdoptASharkWeek campaign,
where photos of adoptable dogs and cats dressed in shark costumes were posted on Facebook,
was developed and launched in less than two weeks. Over 15 animals were photographed, and 20
animals were adopted in the span of a week. Two days prior to “Black Cat Appreciation Days,”
promotional graphics were created and a video was shot, edited, and posted. The video was
viewed 1,000 times. In total, 18 cats of various colors were adopted from August 17-20, eight of
which were black. Both of these events were driven by social media efforts.
Budget
Assigning a dollar amount or budget to our efforts is challenging. No single employee is
responsible for managing ACAC social media as their primary responsibility. Two full-timers
from the ACAC and, as time allows, one from the Public Information Office contribute to this
effort. Aside from staff time, there is no budget. The vast majority of imagery on social media is
produced in-house and cooperatively between these two entities. Some specialized photography
is curated from free photo services on the web, however, nothing is out-sourced. Typically, the

PIO produces the more time-intensive graphics and videos, including short social media
campaigns.
Results
The ACAC Facebook page had a soft launch in January 2017 and became very active
after the grand opening in April 2017. The cost effectiveness and success of its social media is
proven by metrics. (Note: Boosts/ads for the page are not used. All engagement is organic. The
county’s population is just under 100,000, including two towns and university Virginia Tech.) As
of November 30, 2017, the page has nearly 3,200 followers. Posts with photos and information
about lost/found animals have reaches ranging from a couple of thousand into the tens of
thousands. So far in 2017, 66% of lost pets were reunited with their owners. Adoptable pet posts
typically reach into the thousands. Since the opening of the center, more than 600 animals have
found homes. By comparison, 200 dogs in 2015 and 169 in 2016 were adopted from the old
facility. Director Eileen Mahan notes, “When we have adoption promotions on our social media,
we see an increase in adoptions on not just the animals that we promoted but others as well, for
the next three days or so. For the Fluffy Cat Friday event, we had two cats that had been at the
shelter for over 3 weeks. They were adopted within 12 hours of their posts.”
In addition, the ACAC audience of animal lovers has blossomed into a #pawsome
community moved to action by generosity and compassion for these animals. For example on
July 20, 2017, a “code red” for dog food was issued on Facebook. That post was shared over 100
times and reached over 10,000 people. Two days later, it is estimated about 1,500 lbs. of dog
food was donated to the center! While it may seem like a fluke, a month later, a similar event
occurred when kitten food supplies dwindled. Nearly 17,000 people were reached. Two days

later, the pantry was re-stocked and some area stores were sold out of the food! Additionally, by
the end of November, the ACAC reported over 1,000 people had signed up to volunteer.

Sample posts from Facebook page (MC.Pet.Adoption)

